We show that some natural re nements of the Straubing and Brzozowski hierarchies correspond via the so called leaf-languages step by step to similar re nements of the polynomial-time hierarchy. This extends a result of H.-J. Burtschik and H. Vollmer on relationship between the Straubing and the polynomial hierarchies. In particular, this applies to the boolean hierarchy and the plus hierarchy.
Introduction
In complexity theory, the so called leaf-language approach to de ning complexity classes became recently rather popular. Let us recall some relevant de nitions.
Consider a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine M working on an input word x over some alphabet X and printing a letter from another alphabet A after nishing any computation path. These values are the leaves of the binary tree de ned by the nondeterministic choices of M on input x. An ordering of the tuples in the program of M determines a left-to-right ordering of all the leaves. In this way, M may b e considered as a deterministic transducer computing a total function M : X ! A from the set of words X over X to the set of words over A. Now, relate to any language L A called in this situation a leaf language the language M ,1 L X . Denote by LeafL the set of languages M ,1 L, for all machines M speci ed above. For a set of languages C, let LeafC be the union of LeafL, for all L 2 C .
It turns out that many inportant complexity classes have natural and useful descriptions in terms of leaf languages see e.g. BCS92, V93, HL+93, B95, HVW95, HVW96, JMT96 . In particular, a close relationship between some classes of regular leaf languages and complexity classes within P S P A C E w as established in HL+93 . In BV98 , a close relationship between the Straubing hierarchy fL n g and the polynomial hiearachy f p n g was established: LeafL n = p n , for any n 0.
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In this paper, we consider the possibility of extending the last result to some natural re nements of the above mentioned hierarchies in the context of complexity theory, these re nements were introduced and studied in Se93, Se94, Se95, Se99 . Note that for the important particular case of the boolean hiearachy over N Pa result similar to ours was earlier established in SW98, Theorem 6.3 , and we actually use the idea of proof of that theorem. We make also an essential use of a result from PW97 cited in Section 3.
In Section 2 we give the exact de nitions of our hierarchies, in Section 3 we consider some relevant notions from language theory, in Sections 4|6 we present our main results, and further we give some examples and discussions.
Hierarchies
In di erent areas of mathematics, people consider a lot of hierarchies which are typically used to classify some objects according to their complexity. Here we de ne and discuss some hierarchies relevant to the topic of this paper.
We already mentioned the polynomial hierarchy f p n g which is one of the most popular objects of complexity theory. Note that classes or levels of the polynomial hierarchy are classes of languages over some nite alphabet X. In the context of complexity theory, the cardinality o f X is not important provided that it is at least 2, so it is often assumed that X is just the binary alphabet f0; 1g. For detailed de nition and properties of the polynomial hierarchy and other relevant notions see any standard textbook on complexity theory, say BDG88, BDG90 . Sometimes it is convenient to use more compact notation for the polynomial hierarchy, namely P H ; hence P H = f p n g .
Let us de ne now two hierarchies which are rather popular in automata theory. A w ord u = u 0 : : : u n 2 A + A + denotes the set of nite nonempty w ords over an alphabet A, while A |the set of all nite words over A, including the empty w ord " m a y be considered as a rst order structure u = f 0 ; : : : ; n g ; ; Q a ; : : : , where has its usual meaning and Q a a 2 A are unary predicates on f0; : : : ; n g de ned by Q a i $ u i = a. By Theorem of McNaughton and Papert MP71 , the so called star free regular languages are exactly the sets of words u, for which u satis es a rst order sentence of signature A = f ; Q a ; g a2A .
For any n 0, let L n denote the class of languages de ned by n sentences of signature i.e., sentences in prenex normal form starting with the existential quanti er and having n , 1 quanti er alternations; the sequence S H=fL n g is known as the Straubing or Straubing Th erien hierarchy. In cases when it is important to specify the alphabet, we denote the n-th level as A + L n , and the whole hierarchy a s A + S H.There is also a *-version of the Straubing hierarchy which will be denoted as A S H=f A L n g ; the relationship between both versions is very easy: A L n = A + L n A + L " n for any class X of subsets of A + we denote X " = fX f " gjX 2 X g .
The Brzozowski hierarchy i s de ned in the same way, only in place of A one takes the signature 0 A = A f ? ; ; s g , where ? and are constant symbols and s is a unary function symbol?; are assumed to denote the least and the greatest element respectively, while s denotes the successor function.
Brzozowski hierarchy will be denoted by BH=fB n g, with the corresponding variations in case when we need to mention the alphabet explicitely.
Note that in automata theory people usually de ne the Straubing and Brzozowski hierarchies by means of regular expressions; the equivalence of those de nitions to de nitions used here is known from T82, PP86 . For more information on logical aspects of automata theoretic hierarchies see also Se01 .
Next we w ould like to de ne some re nements of the introduced hierarchies. In order to do this in a uniform way, w e need a technical notion of a base. Let B; ; ;; 0; 1 be a boolean algebra b.a.. Without loss of generality, one may think that this is the class of subsets of some set. By a b ase in B we mean any sequence L = fL n g n ! of sublattices of B; ; ; 0; 1, satisfying the inclusions L n coL n L n+1 here coL n denotes the dual set f xjx 2 L n g for L n . Note that levels of the hierarchies introduced above as well as of many other popular hierarchies are bases take in place of L n respectively p n+1 , L n+1 and B n+1 . With any base L = fL n g n ! one can associate a sequence of new subsets of B as follows. Let T be the set of terms of the signature ; ;; 0; 1 with variables v n k k;n !. Proof. i Let t = v n 0 , then tL = L n .
ii We have to deduce fa 2 tL 0 from a 2 tL. Let t = tx 0 ; : : : ; x k , where x 0 ; : : : ; x k are some typed variables. By de nition of tL, a = ta 0 ; : : : ; a k for some a 0 ; : : : ; a k 2 B such that a j 2 L n whenever x j is of type n. By a property of homomorphisms, fa = t f a 0 ; : : : ; f a k . From fL n L 0 n it follows that fa j 2 L 0 n whenever x j is of type n. Hence, fa 2 tL 0 . This completes the proof. Now w e prove a more subtle property useful for some considerations below. Taking in place of L the base P H = f p n +1 g n , we get the typed Boolean hierarchy ftP H g o v er P H introduced and studied in Se94, Se94a, Se95, Se99 .
In particular, the following fact was established. ii If t is equivalent in the theory of boolean algebras to 0, then tA S H = f;g = tA + S H, and the equation follows. If t is equivalent to 1, then tA S H = f A g and tA + S H = f A + g . But LeafA = X = LeafA + , because the leaf word is always nonempty. Finally, let t be nontrivial. Then the equation follows from i, because LeaftA + S H " =LeaftA + S H, again by the nonemptyness of the leaf word. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We will consider also another hierarchy called the ne hierarchy over L.
It was introduced by the author in the context of recursion theory and then considered also in several other contexts. Let us brie y recall the de nition of the ne hierarchy o v er L. Its classes or levels S are numbered by ordinals " 0 , where " 0 = supf!;! ! ; ! ! ! ; : : : g for more information about the well known ordinal " 0 and the ordinal arithmetic see e.g. KM67 .
We de ne the classes S n , where n is an auxiliary parameter, by induction on as follows simplifying notation we write in this de nition ab in place of a b:
S n 0 = 0 ; S n ! = S n +1 for 0;
S n +1 = fu 0 x 0 u 1 x 1 ju i 2 L n ; x 0 2 S n ; x 1 2 coS n ; u 0 u 1 x 0 = u 0 u 1 x 1 g ; S n + ! = f u 0 x 0 u 1 x 1 u 0 u 1 y j u i 2 L n ; x 0 2 S n ; x 1 2 coS n ; y 2 S n ; u 0 u 1 x 0 = u 0 u 1 x 1 g for = ! 0 0; 0.
To see that this de nition is correct note that every nonzero ordinal " 0 is uniquely representable in the form = ! 0 + + ! k for a nite sequence 0 k of ordinals . Applying the de nition we subsequently get S n ! 0 ; S n ! 0 + ! 1 ; : : : ; S n . Finally, let S = S 0 . Let us recall some simple properties of the ne hierarchy o v er any base L for more information and for proofs see e.g. Se95 . Lemma 2.6 i S coS S for all " 0 . ii Fine hierarchy is a re nement of L, i.e. any class L n is among the classes S " 0 .
iii If L is a base in B, L 0 i s a b ase in B 0 and f : B ! B 0 is a homomorphism of boolean algebras such that fL n L 0 n for all n ! , then fS S 0 for all " 0 here fS 0 g is of course the ne hierarchy over L 0 .
We will consider the ne hierarchy over all the three bases P H ; S H ; B H introduced above, and we denote the corresponding hierarchies as fS P H g , f S S H g , and fS BHg, respectively. Again, to mention the alphabets explicitly we use notation like S A + BH.
Families of Languages
By a +-class of languages PW97 we mean a correspondence C which associates with each nite alphabeth A a set A + C P A + , where PA + is the set of all subsets of A + . In this paper we need classes of languages with some minimal closure properties as speci ed in the following The following evident fact will be of some use in the next section.
Lemma 3.2 Let C be a *-family of languages and A; B be any alphabets of the same cardinality. Then LeafA C = LeafB C.
Proof. By symmetry, it su ces to check the inclusion in one direction, say LeafA C LeafB C. Let This concludes the proof of the theorem. In BV98 the result was proved in a more exact form than it was formulated above. They proved also that for any n 0 there is an alphabet A and a language L 2 A + L n such that LeafL = p n . This is also generalizable to the typed boolean hierarchy. The idea of proof is evident: to code symbols of a bigger alphabet by sequences of symbols of a smaller alphabet using the presence of the successor function in the signature 0 A from Section 2. In the next few lemmas we collect observations needed for realization of this idea. For technical convenience, we will assume in these lemmas that the alphabet A is a nite subset of !.
De ne a function f : ! ! f 0 ; 1 g + b y f n = 0 1 : : : 10, where the sequence of 1's is of length n + 1 . With any alphabet A ! we associate a semigroup morphism f = f A : A + ! f 0 ; 1 g + induced by the restriction of f to A. E.g., for A = f0; 1; 2g and w = 0212 we get fw = 01001110011001110. In general, if w = a 0 a k for a j 2 A then fw is the superposition fa 0 f a k . For i k, let i 0 denote the position of the rst letter of fa j this letter is of course 0 in the word fw. As usual, the length of a word v is denoted by jvj, and for i j v j the i-th letter in v is denoted by v i . The following assertion is evident. Lemma 5.3 i For all i; j j w j , i j i i 0 j 0 .
ii For any l j f w j , l 2 f i 0 j i j w jg i fw l = 0 and fw l+1 = 1 . Proof. i is checked by a strightforward induction on ; one should take into account Lemma 5.3 and the de nition of f.
ii is a particular case of i. This completes the proof.
Let be the set of all sentences of signature A . For ; 2 , let L = fw 2 A + jw j = g and let i L = L . Let B be the quotient of the structure ;^; _; :; true; false under the congruence relation . As is well known, B is a boolean algebra; abusing and simplifying notation, we denote elements of B as corresponding sentences. For n ! , let L n be the subset of B corresponding to the set of n+1 -sentences; then L = fL n g is a base in B.
When we w ant to stress the alphabet, we denote this base by L A .
The construction from preceding paragraph applies also to sentences of 0 As in Section 4, we automatically get 
Examples and Discussion
The typed boolean hierarchy and the ne hierarchy are rather abstract and rich structures. In this section we formulate and discuss some interesting particular cases.
Let Another interesting example is the plus hierarchy i n troduced implicitly in Se94, Se95 and explicitely in Se94a, Se99 . The levels of the plus hierarchy over any base L are obtained when one applies the operation + introduced above to the levels L n , for all n ! . Any nite nonempty string = n 0 ; : : : ; n k of natural numbers satisfying n 0 n k de nes the level P L = L n 0 + + L n k of the plus hierarchy over L. One easily checks that in this way we get actually all the levels of the plus hierarchy, that the nite sequences speci ed above are ordered lexicographically with the order type ! ! , and that P coP P whenever .
T aking P H in place of L, we get the plus hierarchy over P H .Though not so important as the boolean hierarchy o v er N P , this hierarchy seems also potentially useful e.g., in RW98, HHH98 it was implicitly used to estimate exactly the collapse of the P H from the collapse of the boolean hierarchy o v er N P . Hence, one may like to look at the description of the levels of this hierarchy in terms of leaf languages. Again, such descriptions are contained in the results of Sections 4 and 5. Note that the classes P are again among the classes of the typed boolean hierarchy as well as of the ne hierarchy over L, see Se94 .
Taking now e.g. the plus hierarchy o v er f0; 1g + BH, w e get Corollary 7.2 For any sequence as above, LeafP f0; 1g + BH = P P H .
What is the aim of proving results of this type? In our opinion, the existence of nontrivial connections between automata theoretic and complexity theoretic hierarchies is interesting in its own right and is somewhat unexpected. Maybe, some time results of this type may b e e v en of use. E.g., assume for a moment that the Brzozowski hierarchy collapses. By the Theorem of Burtschik and Vollmer, the polynomial hierarchy w ould then collapse too. This is of course unlikely, hence the Brzozowski hierarchy should not collapse. And this is actually a proven fact of the automata theory BK78 . From Ka85 we know that the boolean hierarchy o v er any p n does not collapse, provided that P H does not collapse. Hence, the boolean hierarchy o v er any level of BHalso should not collapse. And this was indeed proved in Sh98,SS00 , though the proofs are rather involved.
From Se94, Se94a, Se99 we know that the plus hierarchy o v er P H does not collapse, provided that the P H does not collapse. Hence, the plus hierarchy over BHshould also not collapse. This result is not yet published but hopefully we h a v e a proof of this fact as well as of the fact that the ne hierarchy o v er BHdoes not collapse. But this is another story.
